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HSE Statistics – 2013 /2014

� 133 fatal accidents down by 17.

� 77,593 – RIDDOR reports down 2,500

� 674 cases prosecuted by HSE / EHO’s and Procurator 
Fiscal with 94% success rate

� 13,790 enforcement notices those issued by HSE up on 
previous year by 2%. By Local Authorities, down 22%

� Highest injury rates in Waste & Recycling, Agriculture, 
Construction and Transport

� Most frequent causes of injury remain as manual 
handling, slips and trips and falls from height 

� See  www.hse.gov.uk/statistics
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Statistics

On 26th March HSE gave figures for fatal accidents for first

nine months of 2014/15 that is 1st April to 31st December

2014

� Total of 176 of which -

� 95 in “Services”

� 32 in Construction

� 24 in Agriculture

� 14 in Manufacturing

� 9 in Water supply, sewerage, waste and recycling

� 2 in Extractive, gas and electricity supply
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Personal Liability

� As at March 2015, (excluding driving offences 

and asbestos waste dumping), there have been 

186 individuals who, since 1975 have received 

an immediate or suspended prison sentence for 

Health & Safety at Work offences 

� Of those,137 have occurred since May 2008, 

(37 within 12 months to end Nov 2014 and 23 

since)

� Additional 50 for manslaughter, (this usually 

results in immediate imprisonment)
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Fire Safety

� Courts are imposing big fines and 

imprisonment regardless of actual fire or any 

loss of life

� Problem in some sectors has been conflicting 

advice from different Fire & Rescue Services

� Now Primary Authority scheme extended to 

include Fire Safety

� Can be entered into by more than one 

organisation
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Enforcement
� HSE intends to change the period for which it retains 

entries on their prosecution and enforcement database 

which currently date from 1999 and 2001 respectively. 

There is a need to reflect rehabilitation of offenders 

legislation. The result could reduce from 5 years to 12 

months the records on non custodial sentences for 

individuals. Notices would remain at 5 years. However 

for organisations period will reduce to 10 years.

� Lofstedt recommended all prosecutions be commenced 

within 3 years of an incident. To date HSE have only 

been able to say that they have achieved this in respect 

of non fatal accidents where approval dates for 

prosecution are held on their systems. Work is ‘ongoing’ 

for fatal accidents
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Abuse of Process

� The fatal accident case I have mentioned 

where the summonses were issued eleven 

years after the accident finally came before a 

court this year…………….

� Need to prove unreasonable delay and 

prejudice
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Corporate Manslaughter

� CPS have opened 150+ corporate 

manslaughter investigations since 2009

� There have now been eleven convictions and 

one acquittal

� More companies are awaiting trial

� Some 40 cases are currently being 

investigated by CPS

� More charges will follow as investigations are 

complex and can take a very long time before 

coming to trial
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Corporate Manslaughter – Conviction Seven

� Sterecycle (Rotherham) Ltd found guilty after 5 week trial – fined 

£500,000

� Fine meaningless company in liquidation but technically still exists

� 3 employees prosecuted under Section 7 - Operations Director, 
Operations manager and Maintenance manager. The latter also 

faced charge of attempting to pervert the course of justice.

� All three acquitted of Sec 7 on direction of judge. CPS have failed to 
sufficiently particularise the duty they owed to the deceased and 

how they had breached it. They tried to show there was general duty 

of care in effect much as they would against a corporate defendant. 

This proved the undoing of the case against the individuals.

� Maintenance Manager also acquitted  of attempt to pervert the 

course of justice
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RECENT CASE LAW
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HSE –v- HIS Energy

� Company owned by Neville Wiltshire of The Call Centre fame

� 83 year old Joyce Moore received a cold call – free cavity wall 
insulation from connected company

� Three employees of HIS Energy drilled holes into cavity wall and blew 
insulation beads into the cavity

� Employee notice pile of beads at back of boiler. Phoned two managers 
at HIS main office for advice. 

� Mrs Moore son advised not to use boiler but it was not sealed off or 
even switched off before they left and they did not arrange for gas 
engineer to visit. No warning notice on boiler. (They had them in van)

� Son later that evening put heating on. Two hours later he felt dizzy.

� He found Mrs Moore unresponsive called paramedics he and both 
paramedics taken to hospital

� Mrs Moore died

� Fine £500K plus £25k costs
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R-v- Siday Construction Ltd, Conrad 
Sidebottom and Richard Golding 

� Labourer killed by falling wall during  basement construction to £4m 

house in Fulham

� Sidebottom was commercial director, he was convicted of gross 

negligence manslaughter and given 3 years and three months 

imprisonment.

� Richard Golding was self employed independent health and safety 

consultant. His safety documentation for site was inadequate and he 

failed to inspect site. Had he done so he would have seen that his 

safe system of work was not being followed. Sentenced to nine 
months

� Company in liquidation
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Insley –v- Accent Catering

� Disciplinary Action against employee for using an e cigarette on a 

clients premises (a school)

� School’s policy prohibited smoking but not specifically e-cigarettes

� Employers invited her to disciplinary hearing for bringing catering 
company into disrepute but she resigned and brought claim for 

constructive dismissal.

� Tribunal held employers actions had ‘reasonable and proper cause’ 
for their actions – claim failed

� BUT tribunal indicated that it was not clear that Insley had breached 
any policy that would amount to gross misconduct as there was no 

rule in force specifically prohibiting use of e cigarettes or ‘vaping’

� Advice – review your no smoking policy
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New Legislation

� New regulations came into force on 1st October 2014 

regarding GMO’s – in effect consolidating previous 

regulations and the subsequent amendments. They are 

said to be more risk-based and proportionate and they 

make changes to the provisions related to containment 

measures, notification and administrative arrangements.

� New Explosives Storage Regulations (not acetylene) on 1st

October saw changes to legislative framework / licensing / 

exceptions/certification. Changes to separation distances

� Acetylene Safety Regulations 2014 in force. They require 

risk assessment under DSEAR. They consolidate previous 

regulations, control storage and prohibit solid acetylene 

entirely
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New Legislation

� Petroleum Storage Regulations changed on 1st October, they 
do not change existing health and safety responsibilities but 
replace the licensing regime with a certification scheme. Once 

a certificate is issued it cannot be revoked and any 
enforcement action must be taken through relevant health 

and safety legislation e.g. DSEAR.

� A storage certificate will, however, become invalid if a 
prescribed material change takes place or if petrol is not 

stored at the site for a continuous period exceeding 12 
months.

� Maximum on premises without notification, including domestic 

property is 30 litres or 10 litres if in plastic containers
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New Legislation

� The Social Action, Responsibility and Heroism Act 2015 ( SARAH) 

came into force on13th April 2015

� Protects (in theory) individuals from being liable in negligence or for 

breach of statutory duty when acting for the benefit of society of 

interests of others, protecting the safety or interests of others or when 

acting heroically

� It does not stop them being sued just states a court ‘must have regard 

to these matters’ when determining if person was negligent

� The explanatory note says the act does not change the existing 

framework around such claims.

� When the bill passed through the House of Lords, one peer described 

it as “useless” another said the text “would not muster a pass mark in 

GCSE legal studies!
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Managing Road Risk

� Counterpart Driving Licence abolished for photocard driving licences 

from 8th June 2015

� After change driver record at DVLA will be only legal source of 

recording penalty points

� Therefore with regard to competence issues etc employers will only get 

information either by an on line portal (but employees have control over 

who accesses their data) or

� A third party secure on line driver checking portal – (employee consent 

required) or

� By requiring employee to print off  their record as a pdf via a view 

driving licence system

� Plan ahead now, consult and amend policy
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Asbestos

� The HSE  launched a new asbestos behaviour 

campaign in October 2014.

� This will involve the distribution of asbestos information 

kits to tradespeople; regional radio advertising, working 

with suppliers and retailers used by tradespeople.

� Asbestos remains a high priority for enforcement 

activity

� Exposing people to risk in this area is certain to see 

enforcement activity

� Remember there is a new consolidated ACoP covering 

managing and working with asbestos
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C.O.M.A.H
� New regulations due in force 1st June 2015 to implement 

Seveso III directive

� Will result in alignment of the list of applicable dangerous 
substances with E.U. regulation on Classification Labelling 
and Packaging (CLP)

� Some sites will fall out of regulation, some will change tiers 
and others be caught for the first time.

� General classifications of “toxic” and “very toxic” will be 
replaced by three “acute toxic” categories with reference to 
specific routes of exposure

� Changes are brought in with regard to information to and 
consultation with the public

� Majority of sites will need to review emergency plans to 
include domino effects
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Magistrates’ Fine Limits Scrapped

The Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012

(“LASPO”)

� S85 came into force in March 2015, gives Magistrates in England and Wales 
unlimited sentencing powers (current restrictions are generally £5,000 per 
offence).

� Upper limit becomes 'unlimited‘ (as with Crown Court offences), which means 
businesses should expect to receive much larger fines 

� Why? To bring the message home to shareholders historic sentences for food, 
enviro and H&S offences in the Magistrates Courts have been a few thousand.

� Is this unusual? No

� The new regime is not retrospective, so will not apply to offences committed

prior to 12/3/15. It will, however, impact on many offences of a regulatory and 
compliance nature, such as health and safety offences.

� Magistrates will be given sentencing guidelines to be used when sentencing 
level five offences as well as practice direction for sending more complicated 

and serious cases to Crown Court - £100k limit.
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Sentencing Guidelines for H&S cases

� The Sentencing Council Consultation - Proposed 

guidelines for Health & Safety Offences and Food 

Safety & Hygiene Offences.

� Guidelines cover all health and safety offences but in 

relation to food safety and hygiene offences are 

focused on offences that are concerned with harm only.

� Reason for review:

� Assist Magistrates and Crown Courts

� Fines have historically been too low

� Historically, no distinction for small to medium 

companies from much larger companies – this is set 

to change! 
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Step 1: determining the offence category
� Based on two stages:

Culpability – extent to which offender acted deliberately or had 
knowledge of the offence (4 categories – low, medium, high, very 
high);

Harm – extent of the exposure (likelihood and seriousness) to 
harm.

� The court should consider the harm and culpability factors to identify 
the seriousness of the offence. When making this decision the court 
should ask:-

� How foreseeable was serious injury? The more foreseeable it 
was, the graver will be the offence. 

� Did the defendant fail to comply with advice from regulators, 
authorities or employees? 

� Did the defendant fail to comply with industry standards? 

� How adequate was training, supervision or reporting 
arrangements? 

� How widespread was non-compliance? 

� Was there more than one death or a high risk of further deaths, or 
serious personal injury in addition to death?
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Step 2 - starting point

� The court should obtain the business’s financial turnover to determine 

whether the organisation is: micro, small, medium, large or very large.

� Micro organisation - Turnover up to £2 million

� Small organisation - Turnover £2 million to £10 million.

� Medium organisation - Turnover £10 million to £50 million.

� Large organisation - Turnover more than £50 million. 

� The court will then identify a starting point and range for the 
appropriate level of fine. The court will also consider aggravating and 

mitigating factors to make adjustments from the starting point.

� A large organisation that commits corporate manslaughter in the most 
serious offence category could receive a fine up to £20 million! 

� Those smaller organisations (micro and small) are likely to see some 

sentences reduce for lower culpability offences. 
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CDM 2015 – Main Changes
� Definition of duty holders not exclusive. Single party can be principal 

contractor, contractor, a designer and a worker.

� Additional Duties placed on clients and duties placed on domestic 
clients for the first time

� Changes to how pre-construction H&S matters are controlled. The 
CDM-C has gone. Principal Designer introduced

� Changes in relation to appointment of principal contractors

� Changes to notification requirements

� Changes to how duty holders are assessed for competence

� Health & Safety file requirements “beefed up”

� Workers must be consulted and have positive duty to report H&S 
failings

� ACoP gone and replaced by guidance (L153) and some doubt as to 
whether or not will ever have a new one

� There are transitional arrangements until 6th October 2015

� Applies to Great Britain and offshore installations
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Client Duties

� Must make suitable arrangements for managing a 

project , including allocation of sufficient time and 

other resources.

� Arrangements are suitable if: they ensure that –

� Work can be carried out, SFARP, without risks to 

health and safety of anyone affected by the 

project

� Adequate welfare facilities are provided 

(Schedule 2)

� An ongoing obligation. Must ensure arrangements 

are maintained and reviewed throughout the project.
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Client Duties (cont’d)
• Must provide pre-construction information, as soon as is practicable, to 

every designer and contractor appointed, or being considered for 

appointment

• Must ensure construction phase plan drawn up before construction 

begins

• Must ensure principal designer prepares health and safety file (if more 

than one contractor)

• Must take reasonable steps to ensure both principal designer and 

principal contractor comply with their duties

• Pass on health and safety file to those who acquire client’s interest in 

the structure and ensure they are aware of its nature and purpose

• N.B - Employer can be client for own workforce. Construction work 

can include maintainance work and decoration. Think, does it need 

construction skills, does it use construction materials
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Client Duties (cont’d)
• If more than one contractor on site at any time must

• Appoint a principal designer with control over the preconstruction 

phase

• Appoint a principal contractor

(Nearly all commercial projects will require both).

• Appointments made as soon as practicable, but before the 

construction phase begins

• Applies to all projects not just those notifiable

• If no such appointment made the client must fulfil the duties of 

principal designer and/or principal contractor

• If more than one client, one or more may agree in writing to be treated, 

for the purposes of these Regulations, as the only client or clients.
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Work for Domestic Clients

• Client duties for managing a project and project notification must 

be done by

� The contractor where there is only one contractor, or

� The principal contractor where there is more than one contactor, or

� The principal designer where there is written agreement to this 

effect.

• If domestic client fails to appoint principal designer or principal 

contractor then

� The designer in control of the pre-construction phase is the principal 

designer

� The contractor in control of the construction phase is the principal 

contractor
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Domestic Clients

� Will they understand their duties?

� Will small contractors understand theirs?

� Contractor ‘in control’ of project has duties placed on them 
unless Principal Contractor appointed

� What if domestic clients does work piecemeal without same 
contractor at each stage (e.g. converting an internal garage)

� Domestic client narrowly defined. Shop with domestic 

attached is commercial. Housing associations specifically 
excluded
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HSE Focus Post Changes

“We will focus on the clients in future, 

they have not been taken to task

enough” - Chris Green Specialist

Construction HSE Inspector, Birmingham
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General Appointment Duties

• A designer or contractor appointed to work on a project must 

have the skills, knowledge and experience, and if they are an 

organisation, the organisational capability, necessary to fulfil 

the role that they are appointed to undertake, in a manner that 

secures the health and safety of any personal affected by the 

project

• A designer or contractor must not accept an appointment to a 

project unless they fulfil the conditions above

• Anyone who appoints a designer or contractor must take 

reasonable steps to satisfy themselves that the conditions 

above are fulfilled.
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General duties

• Co-operation with those on the same or adjoining construction 

site

• Anyone working on a project must report anything likely to 

endanger their own health and safety or that of others – Reg 

8(6); (before it was anyone concerned with a project)

• Information and instruction must be comprehensible and  

provided as soon as is practicable
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Notification

• Project is notifiable if construction work scheduled to

a. Last longer than 30 working days and have more than 20 workers 

working simultaneously at any point on the project: or

b. Exceed 500 person days

• The requirement for 20 days was not in CDM 2007

• Client must give notice in writing to HSE as soon as practicable but 

before commencement ( used to be responsibility of principal 

designer)

• Notification completely unrelated to remainder of regulations

• Using own maintenance team is caught

• Notification to contain particulars in Schedule 1

• Clearly displayed on site

• Updated if necessary
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CDM Duties

� Duty Holders are Clients, Principal Designers or any designers and 

the Principal Contractor and Contractors

� The extent of the duty is dependant upon which category they fall 

under

� The key to compliance is likely to be not in the documentation but 

the effective management and planning as well as monitoring and 

review to ensure that as projects evolve the changes are 

incorporated into that effective management

� Make sure you use the guidance to fully understand the duties 

owed in your role

� Frankly to able to demonstrate “sufficient knowledge and skills” to 

comply with CDM you don’t have a choice!

� The good news is the site welfare and safety requirements are 

largely unchanged from the 2007 Regulations
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Fees for Intervention (FFI)

Following information available on HSE website –

� Guidance for Businesses

� ‘What you need to know’ Leaflet

� Supplementary Inspector Guidance

� Multiple Dutyholder Guidance

� Enforcement Management Model

� Enforcement policy statement
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What’s Coming?

� Lofstedt review of implementation of his review

� Completion of Guidance review – ACoP’s etc completed 

50 of the 52 ( two awaiting changes to EU exposure 

limits)

� Continuing focus Europe wide of work with 

nanoparticles, a European Commission assessment of 

need to review occupational health and safety legislation 

is underway. (They fall under definition of chemical 

substance in REACH regulations). A web portal has been 

created to provide information. HSE has published 

guidance
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A cautionary tale….

� In January 2007, Blackpool Council transferred it’s 5,000 

homes to an ALMO – Blackpool Coastal Homes

� In 2005 the council had received report identifying 

structural defects in walkways at blocks of flats.

� Senior management aware of issue had transferred to the 

ALMO

� Sept 2008 structural engineer report recommends 

temporary props – some scaffolding put under some 

balconies

� May 2012 ALMO starts to replace some balconies, but fails 

to respond to site manager’s reports of concerns at one 

particular block

� 25th May 2012  a tenant just put his key in his front door 

when……..
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"A concern for safety which is sincerely
held and repeatedly expressed but

nevertheless, is not carried through into
action, is as much protection from danger 

as no concern at all"

Clapham Junction railway accident inquiry
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Questions?


